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Introduction
The ODM Generator is a new tool from XML4Pharma to transform data from "flat files", such as CSV
files, exports from Excel and other worksheets, and SAS Transport 5 ("XPT") files into CDISC ODM
format. The software can as well be run in Graphical User Interface (GUI) mode as in Command Line
Interface (CLI) mode, the latter making it possible to run in batch mode.
Version 3 also includes the "ODM Merger", allowing to combine ODM files generated with the "ODM
Generator" into a single ODM file. The user manual for the latter comes as a separate PDF file.
ODM files can be further optimized using any ODM editor software, such as the "ODM Designer"
These CDISC ODM files can then be used in other software tools, such as the popular SDTM-ETL
software for the generation of CDISC SDTM or SEND datasets as well as the corresponding
"define.xml" (coordinated approach). The ODM Generator has been developed on the request of
SDTM-ETL users who had difficulties using non-ODM files (e.g. files send by laboratories) in the
SDTM-ETL software. It enabled to move from a "puzzle of formats" of their clinical data and
metadata to a single format that is at the same time the worldwide standard format for clinical data
and metadata.
Requirements
The ODM Generator software can be run on any modern computer on which Java (at least version
1.8 or OpenJava version 11) has been installed.
In case of doubt run (double click on Windows) "check-java.bat" or "check-java.sh" (Mac, Linux) in
the folder where you installed the software. If Java is installed, this will show something like:

Starting the software (GUI mode) and first steps
Navigate to the folder/directory where you installed the software. On windows, double-click the icon
with the name "ODMGenerator.bat". On Linux or Linux-based operating systems, use
"ODMGenerator.sh".
The following screen is then displayed:

First case: Source files are "flat text files", such as CSV files
The software allows you to convert "flat text files" to CDISC ODM format, where data fields are
separated by a delimiter such as a vertical bar, a comma or semicolon or by a tab ("CSV" files), or any
other single character. In case the delimiter itself appears as text in a field, the text in the field (i.e.
between the delimiters) should be in straight double quotes (no "skew" quotes). In that case, it is
advised that one also checks the checkbox "Strings are embedded in double quotes". The software
will normally try to detect whether strings are embedded in double quotes, but this cannot always be
guaranteed.
For example, when you export data from an Excel file with the semicolon as the delimiter, cells that
have a semicolon in the text will be exported with the cell content between quotes, such as:
a;b;"c;d";e;f
The ODM Generator knows and understands this mechanism and will take appropriate action.
If in the data file, the first row contains the "column names", i.e. the first row should not be
considered to be containing data, and should only be used for providing labels, then one should also
check the checkbox "First line contains column names". Similarly, if there is a second line with header
information, like variable labels, check the checkbox "Second line contains column labels". This
checkbox is only enabled when the checkbox "First line contains column names" is checked.
Later, we will see that such variable labels go into the "Description" element in the generated ODM.

Second case: Source files are SAS Transport (XPT) files
New in version 3 is that one can start from a SAS Transport 5 ("XPT") file. Remark that other types of
SAS files are not supported as their format is propriety.
If one would start from a SAS Transport 5 file, check the radiobutton "SAS Transport 5 (XPT) file". The
fields regarding file delimiters will then be grayed out:

Loading your data file
After having selected the delimiter (or having it defined in the field "other delimiter"), or having
selected "SAS Transport 5 (XPT) files, load the file that you want to have transformed into CDISC
ODM.
In this user manual, we will use a sample "CDISC Lab v.1.0.1" file (see
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/transport/lab) that uses the vertical bar "|" as delimiter. This
example file can be found in the directory "TestFiles" that comes with the software. The file with the
first row containing the column names is "Lab1-0-1-BaseSampleData_first_line_field_names.dat", the
original one, without column names is "Lab1-0-1-BaseSampleData.dat"
In a later part of the manual, we will also elaborate an example that starts from a SAS Transport 5
(XPT) file. Here is a snapshot for the example "CDISC Lab v.1.0.1:

For a description of the fields, see https://www.cdisc.org/standards/transport/lab.
The application is not at all limited to Lab files, any type of "flat text" files with fields separated by a
delimiter, including exports from Excel files, can be handled.
In order to load a file, use the button "Load file…". A file chooser shows up allowing you to select the
file, e.g.:

After clicking "Ok", "Load", or the corresponding expression in your own language (depending on the
operating system), the filename of the loaded file is displayed:

The lower part of the window shows the messages from the "logger". Each session is logged into a
log file located in the directory "logs". This log file is also the first source when encountering
problems or errors. In the latter case, when you contact us, always send the log file of that session
with your mail.

Generating metadata
You can now do one of three things:
a) Show the file as a table for inspection (recommended)
b) Start generating the ODM metadata
c) Load a file with earlier defined definitions of ODM metadata for this type of loaded file
When working with a "flat text" file type, you will probably first want to see the data in order to
understand what the data is about. In that case, click the button "Show file as table". In our case, this
leads to:

We can already see that field 2 (F2) represents a date & timestamp, and that field 4 (F4) probably
represents the name of the laboratory. We need to look in the specification document for the details
however.
If however, the first line in the source file contains the column names, and you have checked the
checkbox "First line contains column names", one will see the original column names as a tooltip on
the column header. For example:

In case of having loaded a SAS-XPT file, the table will look like:

When later generating a mapping, it is always wise to keep this window open, as it helps you
understand your data, helping you to make the right decisions.
When using the button "Start generating ODM metadata", the system will ask whether you want to
generate "usual" metadata (i.e. definitions of visits, forms, ...) or that you want to generate a set of
ODM codelists from the tabular data:

The latter is a special case, and is separately treated in the section "Generating ODM codelists".
We will here however continue with the case of generating "usual" metadata, i.e. definitions of visits,
forms, ...
The system will now analyze the data and make proposals for its metadata, especially the datatype
(according to the ODM standard) and the maximal field length. In our case with the CDISC-Lab pipedelimited file, this leads to a new window being opened with the following proposed metadata:

Although the column names in this table are pretty self-explanatory, one can always obtain more
information by holding the mouse over a column header. For example, for "Gen. CodeList":

The "Generate CodeList" feature is a new feature as of version 2 of the software. For each of the
variables, when the checkbox is checked, the data is analyzed and a codelist is generated from those
data. For example, for the field 15 (F15), from the specification and the data itself, we see that this
represents the sex of the subject, with only two possible values: "F" (female) and "M" (male). If the

"Generate CodeList" checkbox for F15 is checked, a codelist will be generated containing these two
values, and will be associated to the item definition1.
In our example, other fields that come into consideration for assigning a codelist (and that are not
set to be excluded) are: "subject race" (field 18), "visit type" (field 22), "subject age units" (field 42),
"fasting status" (field 43), and all "flag" fields.
For the first field (F1), the system proposes to assign the datatype "text" with a maximal length of 7
(this is the length of the longest value for this field found in the file). For the second field, it proposes
to assign the datatype "datetime". In that case the maximal length should not be assigned.
In case there is no header line in the input file, this is now the right time to at least edit the "Name"
cells in the table, providing the information what the input field is about. This can be a bit tedious,
but soon, you will be able to save all information to file, and reuse that later.
When the first line of the source file contains the column headers, and you checked the checkbox
"First line contains column names", one will see the original column names as a tooltip on each of the
first cells in the rows. For example:

At the same time, the 4th field, field "Name" will be populated with the column name of the source
file when the checkbox "First line contains column names" was checked. For example:

In case the second line of the input file contained variable labels, and the checkbox "Second line
contains variable labels" was checked, also the cells in the column "Label" will be populated.
Remark: providing a label for each variable is always optional. In the generated ODM, the value will
go into the "Description" child element of "ItemDef", which essentially defines a variable.
When a SAS Transport 5 file was loaded, "Label" will always be populated, as SAS Transport 5 has the
severe limitation that variable names cannot be more than 8 characters, and thus cannot always be
self-explanatory, so that also a variable label (also limited to 40 characters) is provided.
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As the file does not contain information that "F" means "Female", and "M" means "male", this is information
that can later be added by any ODM editor or development software, such as the "ODM Designer".

In the case of having loaded a SAS-XPT file, this may e.g. look like:

CDISC ODM uses "OIDs" which are object identifiers. As a first guess, in case of loading a characterdelimited file (so not a SAS Transport 5 file), the identifier "IT.F" followed by the field number is
initially assigned, and "Fx" (where x being the field number) is initially assigned for the "Name".
If we e.g. know that the second field represents the "file creation datetime", we can make the
changes as follows:

Remark that OIDs are arbitrary and only used as identifiers in references. So, if you want to use
"abracadabra" for the OID for the second field, that's OK. I personally prefer to assign something
meaningful to OIDs. Please just take into account that having blanks in OIDs is considered bad
practice. One can e.g. replace such by an underscore "_".
In the above case, one can of course also populate "Label" manually, but as we already changed the
"Name" into something that well describes what the field is about, this is usually not necessary.
Having labels is mostly very useful when data from a SAS Transport 5 file is loaded.
In case you need to process different files, e.g. originating from different tabs in an Excel file, or from
a set of SAS-XPT files, it is also a good idea to edit/rename the OIDs, as each OID in ODM needs to
have a unique meaning. So, having "IT.F9" for different file mappings, may later lead to difficulties
when wanting to merge generated ODM files (see section "Merging ODM files"). So, for example,
when one has loaded an XPT file with vital signs, one can best assign OIDs like "IT.VS.1", "IT.VS.2"
etc..
You can now start assigning metadata by editing the table. As there are certain rules in ODM, you can
always do a validation on your assignments using the "Validate" button. In our example this will lead
to a warning:

After clicking "OK", the assignments for which there is an issue will be highlighted, and a tooltip with
give some details. For example:

In this case, the underlying reason is that there were no values at all for field 19 in the file, so a
maximum length could not be assigned. CDISC ODM however always want us to have a maximum
length assigned when the datatype is "text"2.
One can now edit cells to which an error is assigned by a simple click. For fields that have no data,
one should think about whether these should be included anyway in the output. If not, one should
then uncheck the checkbox "Include". Also see the section "Filtering".
Storing generated/developed metadata to file
We can always store our assignments to a file for later use and reuse. So, these assignments need to
be done only once for a specific file type, and can be reused over and over again. When clicking the
button "Save mappings", a file chooser will pop up to choose a file allowing you to save everything to
a text file. In our case, the contents of this file look like:
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This has to do with the ODM metadata being used as a specification for relational database table, i.e.
assigning the VARCHAR(n) datatype.

It has a very simple format, so can also be edited offline, outside the tool.
In our case, the sample file is a "flat text" file that obtains the "CDISC Lab v.1.0.1" standard. In your
case, this may be a company-internal standard, or a standardized format from your provider.
We will now continue with a "mappings" file where all the mappings with "CDISC Lab v.1.0.1"
standard. As already stated, these assignments can either be done within the tool (followed by saving
the mappings to file), or by editing an exported "mappings file".
The example "mappings file" for this example can be found in the distribution at:
Mappings/Lab_1-0-1_example_mappings.dat
In our case, our file with assignments and mappings looks like:

Reusing mappings
This file with mappings can now be loaded (or reloaded) by the software using the button "Load prior
mappings":

Which will display our assignments as:

Showing that some for some fields (15, 18, 22), a codelist will be generated from the data, and that
for some fields (1-4. 6-7, …) the information will not be included in the ODM file later. See the section
"Filtering" for further information. The choice which to have a codelist generated for, is of course
yours!
It is always a good idea to use the "Validate" button at this time.

As already stated, you will only need to develop these assignments only once for each "flat text" file
type in your organization.
Reuse of mappings will later also be of importance when generating clinical data, e.g. in the case the
input file was updated with new data. This also means that you already want to develop your
mappings even before all data are available. Generating clinical data can later also be done in "batch"
mode, see section "Running the software in batch mode".
Assigning fields for visit ID or number, form ID or number, and subform ID or number
ODM organizes the data per visit (in ODM named "StudyEvent"), per form, and per subform (named
"ItemGroup"). We now need to assign (some of these) from the fields in the source file.
Adding this information essentially allows to go from a flat 2-dimensional representation of the data
(our source data) to a multidimensional representation: the CDISC ODM format.
First of all, we must assign one of the fields to the "Subject ID". If this is not done, it will not be
possible to generate an ODM file. In our lab data example, the Subject ID can be found in field 12:

So, in the graphical user interface, we select "F12" for the field to be used for the Subject ID:

We do however get a warning:

Telling us that there is not always data in this field.
Inspection of the data reveals that only field 11 ("Screen ID") is always populated, field 12 isn't:

So it looks here as the "Screen ID" was used as the subject identifier, and the "Subject ID" was left
empty. So, we will use field 11 for the identifier of the subject (Subject ID):

When done, we will notice that the row for F11 disappears from the table, as it is "promoted" to be
the first level organizer in the data:

Secondly, we want to assign a field for the "visit ID or number". If we don't, all the data will be
assigned to a single, "default" visit. In some seldom cases, where there was only one visit, this can
indeed be the case. In the CDISC Lab Standard however, field 20 "Visit ID or number" is however

exact meant for storing this information. So, in the graphical user interface, we select "F20" for the
"Field for visit (StudyEvent)":

Also here, we then find that the row F20 disappears from the table, as it has been "promoted".
We would now also need to assign a field for the "form" and for the "subform" (ItemGroup).
However, we do not find a suitable field for these! The reason is simply that all data are supposed to
come from a single form, the "laboratory form"3. The same applies for the "subform".
So we will leave the assignments for these unused. The software will then later generate a single
default form and subform in the metadata, which we will be enabled to give an identifier and a
name.
After assign a field for the subject ID and for the visit ID, we are now ready to generate the ODM file.
We can first save the mappings using the "Save Mappings" button, so that all this information can be
reloaded later, e.g. when new, additional data comes in and we either want to revisit the process and
mappings, or generate new or additional clinical data in ODM format, for which we need this
information.
After clicking the "Export as ODM" button, the following dialog appears:

Remark that the software will first do a validation. If issues are reported, one may choose to correct
these first, or ignore these (which essentially might lead to a non-conform ODM file), and continue.
In our case, we will generate as well metadata as clinical data. The selection will usually depend on
what one will use the ODM file for. When later new data comes in, one can use the mappings again
and then e.g. only export clinical data. So, saving the mappings is "highly recommended"

Exporting to CDISC ODM
You can now start exporting the data and metadata as CDISC ODM using the "Export as ODM"
button. The following dialog is displayed:
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A possibility here would be to assign field 44 ("battery ID") to "Form". This would however generate different
forms for "Urinalysis", "Urine Drug Screen", "Hematology", etc. Of course this can be a good idea, when such a
split up is desired.

Depending on what you would like to do with the ODM data, you may choose between:
a) Metadata only: the ODM file will be a file with study design information only
b) Clinical data only: the data from your "flat text" file will be converted to CDISC "ODM
ClinicalData" without the metadata. This is an option that is recommended only in the case
that you have generated a "metadata" file separately.
c) Metadata + clinical data: An ODM file will be generated containing as well the data as
metadata (this is never a bad choice)
Remark that the software will first do a validation. If issues are reported, one may choose to correct
these first, or ignore these (which essentially might lead to a non-conform ODM file), and continue.
Let us first generate a file with "metadata only":

After clicking "OK", you will first need to add some extra information:

As we did not assign fields for the form and subform levels, the software will generate a single
"default" form, and a single "default" subform. We are now asked to provide an identifier (OID) and
name for these. It is recommended to use mnemonic values for this. As our data is about lab data,
we e.g. use "FO.LABORATORY" and "Laboratory form", and "IG.LABORATORY" and "Laboratory
subform" for these, were "FO." and "IG." are pretty usual prefixes used for the identifiers in ODM. So
we enter:

When transforming different files, as will usually be the case with SAS Transport 5 files, it is advised
to use the same "style" for the OIDs and Names.
Also remark that when one would later want to merge the generated ODM files, using the "ODM
Merger", one must assign the same fields and give the same OID for "Subject" and "StudyEvent"
(visit). If each file represents a single form, then assure that for each of them, the assigned OID is
different.
After clicking OK, the system asks us for some additional information:

We give "MyStudy" as the identifier (code) for the study. It is highly recommended to use the
company internal code for the study for this. It can be that the value for it is already in the input file.
Remark that it is a very good idea to use the "STUDYID" for SDTM or SEND as the OID in this dialog.
This will make mapping using SDTM-ETL even easier.
After clicking OK, a new dialog is displayed:

Which must be filled as these are required fields in the ODM, but is not often used afterwards. It is
recommended to fill these fields with information from the protocol. For example:

After clicking OK, the system will start generating the ODM, and will then display a file chooser,
allowing you to assign and name of the ODM file.
If "Metadata + clinical data" was selected, the system will also display the following dialog:

If the source data was not already organized per subject and visit, check the checkbox "Perform
optimization now". The reason is that the ODM Generator will each time it encounters a new subject
(from the field for "subject"), it will start a new ODM "SubjectData" element. The same applies to
"StudyEvent", when a new "visit" is encountered. This is perfect when the source data was already
organized per subject and visit. When not, and additional, new data for a specific subject is
encountered after there has been data for another subject, there will be two (or more)
"SubjectData" elements in the output ODM file for the same subject. Using "Perform optimization
now", reorganizes the data in such a way that all data for a single unique subject goes into a single
"SubjectData", all data for a single "StudyEvent" (visit) within a subject goes into a single
"StudyEventData" element, and so on.
When in doubt, it is better to check "Perform optimization now". Especially in case of larger files, this
will however increase processing time, as can be expected. Optimizing however never hurts …
The contents of the output ODM file will then look like:

You can always validate this ODM file for compliance with the standard, using the "XML4Pharma
CDISC ODM Checker", which is free of charge for CDISC members.
In case you have changed (or added new) any of the metadata, such as the study name, or any of the
"default" OID or Name for visit (StudyEvent), form or subform (ItemGroup), you may now want to
save the mappings (again) to use them in future. So, the software will ask you:

If you click "Yes", the software will ask you where (in which file) you want to save the mappings, just
like in the case when you use the "save mappings" button.

Filtering
In many cases, you will not want to export the content of all the fields of your "flat text" file to CDISC
ODM. In our case, there are 92 fields, and we only want to retain these that are relevant for a
mapping to the SDTM LB (Laboratory Test Results) domain.

In order to select the fields that need to be exported as CDISC ODM, one should use the "Include"
checkboxes on the left of the metadata mapping table. For example:

In this case, we do not want any export for the 4 first fields, as this information does not go into the
SDTM "LB" (Laboratory Test Results) datasets, and is not relevant for review by the regulatory
authorities. We however do want to keep the information about site and investigator.
We then select those fields only that are relevant. Whether a field is selected for export is also kept
in the file with assignments and mappings that can be exported and imported again ("Load prior
mappings"), so that the same mappings and assignment, including the filtering, can be used over and
over again when new "flat text" files are received.

Starting from SAS Transport 5 files
New in version 3 is the ability of starting from a SAS Transport 5 ("XPT") file.
In many cases, a single such file will represent an ODM form.
The procedure is almost exactly the same as for "flat text" files, except that no field delimiter need of
course to be assigned. Just for completeness, we will go trough the procedure for an XPT file "lb.xpt"
that can be found in the directory "TestFiles". As this is a somewhat larger file (3488 rows, 2.7MB),
expect longer loading and transformation times…
Here is a screenshot from when the "lb.xpt" is selected:

and the window that is showing after using "Show file as table":

The example is far from optimal, as it comes from an SDTM package4, but it is just for demoing …
One can now generate proposed metadata using the button "Start generating ODM metadata". The
result is a new window:
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One may ask why this is not used to generate "define.xml" files starting from SAS-SDTM-XPT files.
It is, but that is just another product: the "Define-XML Designer".

As one sees, also the "Label" column is fully populated, as SAS Transport 5 (due to the 8- and 40
character limitations) always has a label for each variable.
And one can start again filtering which fields will make it in the ODM file, for which fields a codelist
must be generated, etc. An example mappings file can be found in the directory "Mappings", named
"LB_XPT_mappings.dat". Similar example mapping files for the other sample XPT files can be found in
the same directory.
If the file "LB_XPT_mappings.dat" is used (using "Load prior Mappings" in the menu), the following is
shown:

One sees that the field for selecting the subject is chosen to be the SAS field "USUBJID" and for
selecting the StudyEvent (visit) is chosen to be "VISITNUM". Makes sense isn't it?
Exporting the ODM file as "Metadata + clinical data" then generates an ODM file with the following
content:

And the "ClinicalData" part:

All example output files of this manual can be found in the directory "TestResults" in the distribution.

Editing OIDs
New starting from v.3.2 is that one can change OIDs more easily in "replace all" mode.
This is especially interesting when one needs to generate different ODM files and later wants to
merge them together in a single ODM file (or one file with metadata and one with clinical data) - see
section "Merging ODM files". In such a case, OIDs must be synchronized between files. For example,
each generated ODM should then have the same OID for the item "visit number". On the other hand,
different ODM files may then not have the same OID for items that differ between files. Especially
when starting from character-delimited files, this will become problematic when the originally
assigned OIDs like "IT.F1"´etc. are maintained, as the meaning of the first field may considerably
differ between files.
In such cases, it is good custom to change the initially assigned OIDs in such a way that meanings of
items that are believed to be unique, get a unique OID, also between files.
For examples, when one has a file that contains all vital signs data, one may change the initially
assigned OIDs like "IT.Fx" (where "x" is a number) into "IT.VITALS.x" (where "x" is a number, or a
designation, like "_SYSBP", but then assign the OID for "visit number" to "IT.VISITNUM" and do the
latter in all mappings, as the visit number is something that repeats over files.
Editing OIDs manually in the "Metadata Editor" can be tedious if the number of items is large, so we
added a new feature to do a "replace all". This can be done using the "Edit OIDs" button.
For example, for our lab data example, we have:

and we want to change all OIDs in the form "IT.LAB.Fx" where "x" is the field number. This can easily
be done manually in the table, but it is a lot of work, as there are 92 items in the list.
We can however use the button "Edit OIDs". If it is clicked, the following window is displayed:

I can now ask to replace all "IT." into e.g. "IT.LAB." by filling the fields:

It is then always a good idea to use the "Preview" button, which leads to a new window:

After closing this window by clicking "OK", if one is then satisfied, one can click the "OK" button, or,
when decides not to change anything anyway, one clicks the "Cancel" button:

When one decides to apply the changes, clicking "OK" leads to:

One can then still change the OID is individual items, especially those that are "generic", i.e. also will
occur in other files. A typical example is the "Site ID or Number", field F8, for which we then change
the OID from "IT.LAB.F8" into "IT.SITE":

If one wants to keep these important changes, do not forget to use the "Save Mappings" button!
The second possibility is to use (parts) of the "Name" for the OID, if there is such one. When doing
so, it is good practice (but not obligation) to replace blanks by another character, e.g. an underscore
("_"). In order to use this possibility, first click "Edit OIDs", and then check the radiobutton "copy
from Name":

In our case, as we have blanks in the names, we will replace them by an underscore, and add a prefix
"IT.". Again, we can use the "Preview" button leading to:

When fine, one can execute the changes by clicking "OK", leading to:

WARNING: OIDs must be unique in ODM, Names not.
This means that when you have two items, and they have the same name, and you use the name to
generate better OIDs, this will result in two items with the same OID, which will surely lead to
problems later. But of course, you can always still edit the OIDs one by one before starting
generating the ODM.

Running the software in batch mode
Once a file with "mappings" has been generated, it is also possible to use this file CLI or in batch
mode, i.e. without the use of the graphical user interface. This is especially useful when new clinical
data is generated in the source format, and an ODM file with clinical data needs to be generated
from that and the previously developed mappings between source data and ODM data.
At this moment, running in batch mode only support generation of "clinical data only", as this is the
most common use case for running in batch. We are considering to also implement the two other
use cases "metadata only" and "metadata + clinical data" in the future. These are however only
minor use cases.
An example of the processing instructions in a "batch file" is found in the file
"ODMGenerator3_batch_CDISC_Lab_example.bat" in the folder "Batch".
Here are the contents:

Lines 2 to 5 should essentially be one single line, but we have split them here for better display.
The first line is essentially an old DOS command (for those who remember the pre-Windows era)
stating that the lines from the batch file need not be repeated in the output.
Lines 2 and 3 tells the system where to find the executables of the software. You may need to adapt
the second part of the third line depending on where you installed the software.
Line 4 than contains the command to do the execution. Every statement that starts with a dash ("-")
is a parameter-value pair, and all of these are necessary.
The parameters are the following:
Parameter
-inpufilelocation
-outputfilelocation
-mappingsfilelocation

Meaning
location (path) and name of the source data (usually CSV or other "flat"
data), e.g. exported from Excel
location (path) and name of the ODM file that will be generated
location (path) and name of the file with the mappings that were stored
when using the graphical user interface

TODO: add parameter for "Optimization".
When then executing this "batch" file, a window will open and display the progress of the execution.
For example:

The generated ODM file with clinical data then looks like:

You may then want to use the for CDISC members freely available "ODMChecker" to validate the
contents of this file with clinical data for ODM compliance and against the file with metadata that
you generated using the graphical user interface.

Generating ODM codelists
It may be that you have "flat" files that contain the codelists separately. In that case, you might want
to generate the ODM codelists separately, and then later merge them with the file with the other
metadata.
If you have a "flat file" with codelist definitions, with one codelist item definition per record (or row),
after having clicked the button "Start generating ODM metadata", select the radiobutton "codelists":

After clicking "OK", a new window will appear:

You can then starting selecting the fields to at least generate the ODM CodeList OID, a name for the
codelist (ODM CodeList "Name" attribute), the field for the coded values.
If there is an additional description of the codelist in one of the fields, you may also make a selection
in "Field for CodeList Description". That value will then go into the ODM
CodeList/Description/TranslatedText element.
If your codes have "decodes", providing a "meaning" for each of the codes, you should also select the

field for that. This will essentially be the case when the coded value is a number, or a single character
or abbreviation (like "0" or "M" for "male", and "1" or "F" for "female").
If there is a field for the "order of importance", i.e. the "rank", you can also make a selection for
"Field for Rank Values". One should however be extremely careful with this.
A typical value where also adding the "rank" is "adverse event severity", where the rank (which must
be a unique integer value within the codelist for each code) is e.g. "1" for "mild", "2" for "moderate",
and "3" for severe. Adding a value for "Rank" for items that have the same importance (e.g. "male",
"female") doesn't make sense and will be confusing for the use of the codelist.
Also be aware that something like a "display order" is something completely different!
In our case, we make the selection:

where the field names (like "NAME") have been taken from the first line in the file (i.e. first line
contains the column names). If there is no such line, the choices will simply be "F1", "F2" etc..
It is always wise to then click the button "Validate". A validation is then performed whether the
minimum amount of information is provided, and when e.g. a field for "Rank Values" is provided, the
values for the latter is always an integer and unique within the codelist.
When everything is fine, click the "Generate ODM CodeLists" button.
One is then first prompted for proving the Study ID (which will go into the "OID" attribute of the
"Study" element in the ODM.

Please ensure that you provide the same value as when generate the other metadata of your study.
Followed by a file chooser asking where to write the generate ODM file with CodeList definitions for
your study. You can then later merge that with the "usual" metadata of your study.
An example of a result is given below:

which was generated from 3 rows in the source "flat" file.

Merging ODM files
If you need to combine data from different "flat" files, e.g. from different "tabs" in your Excel file,
you will first need to generate different ODM files, one for each input file that you need, and then
you will want to combine these into a single ODM file for further processing.
For this, we generated the "ODM Merger" software.
It comes as part of the "ODM Generator" distribution as of v.3.1 of the latter.
To start the "ODM Merger", double click "ODMMerger.bat" (on Windows, or use "ODMMerger.sh" in
case of Mac or Linux):

The license file will then be checked, and then the following windows will be displayed:

One can then add and remove ODM files using the buttons "Add ODM file" and "Remove ODM file".
Before starting merging, one can decide whether, as the output, the metadata needs to go into a
separate file, so that as a result, one will have two files, one with metadata and one with clinical
data. The default is that everything will be put in a single file.
If one checks the checkbox "Output metadata and clinical data in separate files", the following
message will appear:

As an example, before using the "Start merging" button, we may have:

When then clicking "Start Merging", the ODM files are merged. In the lower text area, the progress of
the process can be followed. That information is also written to a log file, which can be found in the
"logs" folder.

and at the end:

The ODM file with combined metadata (DM_VS_merged.odm.xml) then looks like:

and the file with clinical data (DM_VS_merged.odm.xml):

Important things to take care of when merging ODM files
When merging ODM files generated by the "ODM Generator" for the same study, there are a few
things one should take care of:
- ensure that the OID (object identifier) of the Study is identical in all ODM files. These can be found
in the metadata parts as the "OID" attribute of the "Study" element , i.e. Study/@OID. In the clinical
data, it can be found as the "StudyOID" attribute on the "ClinicalData" element. For example:

and

Of course, this is something one should already take care of when generating the ODM files using the
"ODM Merger".
- ensure that the subject identifiers match over all the files.

When generating the ODM files using the "ODM Generator", one must always assign a field for the
subject identifier. This does not necessarily need to be the same field in each of the source files, but
one of course should take care that the assignments are correct, so that during the merger, one
indeed gets all unique subjects, and one "SubjectData" element is generated for each unique subject.
- manage the OIDs
Especially for fields from the original files, one should take care that fields that contain the same
information in different files, are assigned the same OID. For example, if more that one of the source
files has a field with the meaning of "Site identifier", one should assign the same OID to that field in
each of the mappings, e.g. "IT.SITE". Keeping e.g. "IT.F7" when that is the seventh field in one of the
source files is then not a good idea, as in another of the files, the "Site identifier" can e.g. be the
tenth field.
Similarly, different OIDs should be assigned to fields that have different meanings. When generating
the ODM from a "flat" files, OIDs like "IT.F1", "IT.F2", etc. are generated. When the files later need to
be merged, one should assign an OID that is unique for representing the item. For example, if "IT.F7"
means "birthdate" in one file, and "IT.F7" means "systolic blood pressure" in another, this will lead to
severe problems. In such a case, one can assign OIDs like "IT.DM.F7" and "IT.VS.F7" (can be quickly
done using the "Edit OIDs button"), or even better e.g. "IT.BIRTHDATE" and "IT.SYSTOLIC_BP".
- Identifiers for visits
Very often, one of the fields in the source files represent the visit identifier or visit number. It is
important that then, for each file, when using the "ODM Generator", a and the correct field is
assigned to "StudyEvent". The software will then automatically take care that correct and consistent
OIDs are generated from the unique values in the provided fields. For example, if the fields for "visit"
have values "SCREENING", "VISIT1", "VISIT2", ... and "EOS" (end of study), the OIDs generated will be
"SE.SCREENING", "SE.VISIT1", "SE.VISIT2", ... and "SE.EOS". In the merged file, the data will then
automatically be organized "per subject, per visit, per form, ...".
And last but not least ...
When having merged the by the "ODM Generator" generated ODM files into a single one (or one
with metadata and one with clinical data), it is always a good idea to validate the correctness and
consistency of the result file(s). This can best be done using the "ODM Checker", which is freely
available for CDISC members and academics, and comes at a small cost for others.

